
Imagine you became the King or 
Queen of England when you were 

only in Year 5.

1. What kind of changes would you 
want to make?

2. What challenges would you 
face?

3. Can a child really rule a country?



GREENS What are the features 
of Edward VI’s rule? 
Describe what you can 
see in the picture.

YELLOWS What are the features
of Edward VI’s rule? 
Explain how you can 
tell that from the 
picture. 

BLUES How is Edward VI 
similar to or different 
from Henry VIII?

CHALLENGE: Using the painting 
as evidence, what do you think 
Edward’s views on the Catholic 
Church are?
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1. Who is this?

2. Why is he important?

3. Whose son is he? 

4. How old do you think he is?

5. Do you think his age will present a 
problem for his future job? 



Your Task:

Read the passage and create a mind map 
that summarises what Edward’s rule was 

like. 

Keep your mind map short and simple, 
we only want to summarise the key 

points. 

CHALLENGE:

Can you find 6 spelling and 6 grammar 
mistakes in the passage?



England under 
King Edward VI

Advisors Changes to the Church

Riots and RebellionsHealth

Edward was only 9 years old when his father, henry VIII died. Because he was so young he 
neaded help from advisors. This caused problems because everyone wanted to be the one 

to give him advice. Sometimes this led to violence, Edward’s own uncle was beheaded 
because other advisors disagreed with him. 

Edward’s most important advisor was called the Lord Protector. He made all the real 
decisions, Edward actually had little power of his own. It wasnt all bad being a boy king 

though, because he was so important nobody was allowed to punish him for being 
naughty. If Edward did something wrong, another boy called Arthur would be brought out 

and whiped in front of him instead. Arthur was Edward’s “whipping boy”.

Edward’s father, Henry VIII had changed the English church from catholic to protestant, but 
he hadn’t been really strict in forcing people to change. Edward and all his advisors were 

very strong protestants and they began to make Big changes to the church, forsing people 
to worship the protestant way. 

Protestants believed that worshipping God was something that should be simple and pure, 
they didn’t like the rich, colorful Catholic churches. Edward passed laws to make every 

church in England plain and simple. For example he ordered beautiful stained glass 
windows to be smashed and replaced them with plain see-through glass, he banned priests 
from wearing colourful or expensive clothes and removed expensive gold and silver relics 

from churches If anyone disagreed with them he locked them up, including several 
important catholic bishops. 

Almost everybody in england was catholic so this was a very dangerous thing to do, it upset 
lots of people. They believed that if they didn’t worship God the right way they could go to 
Hell, so this was a very big deal for peeple at the time. There was a lot of anger and this led 

to riots and rebellions by people who thought he was a bad king. 

To make it all worse, Edward was not a healthy boy. He was very week and sickly and often 
was unable to fulfil his duties. He was unable to be a strong ruler and did not have much 

respect from the people around him. In the end after a long and very painful lung infection 
he died at the age of 15 Challenge: Can you find 6 spelling and 6 grammar mistakes in the passage?
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to worship the protestant way. 
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windows to be smashed and replaced them with plain see-through glass, he banned priests 
from wearing colourful or expensive clothes and removed expensive gold and silver relics 

from churches. If anyone disagreed with them he locked them up, including several 
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Almost everybody in England was catholic so this was a very dangerous thing to do, it upset 
lots of people. They believed that if they didn’t worship God the right way they could go to 
Hell, so this was a very big deal for people at the time. There was a lot of anger and this led 

to riots and rebellions by people who thought he was a bad king. 

To make it all worse, Edward was not a healthy boy. He was very weak and sickly and often 
was unable to fulfil his duties. He was unable to be a strong ruler and did not have much 

respect from the people around him. In the end after a long and very painful lung infection 
he died at the age of 15. Challenge: Can you find 6 spelling and 6 grammar mistakes in the passage?
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Edward’s 
religious changes

Your Task:

Look at the pictures of a church 
before and after Edward’s religious 

changes. 

Match the annotation to the correct 
bubble on the picture, then complete 

the extension by finding other 
examples of changes Edward made.

CHALLENGE:
Summarise the religious style of each church, what 
does it tell you about what Catholics and 
Protestants think is important?



A

C

B

D

E
F

G

H

A church before Edward (Catholic)



I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

A church after Edward (Protestant)



A church before Edward (Catholic)

GREEN PEN!



A church after Edward (Protestant)

GREEN PEN!
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“Edward VI was a failure as a king. The blame for the 
problems in England lies with him.”

How far do you agree with this 
interpretation of Edward VI?

Write a paragraph that agrees or disagrees with this statement. In your 
answer you should consider:

His advisors / his religious changes / riots and rebellions / his health.

EXTENSION: What arguments could someone make to disagree with you?
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